Experience the Ontario parasailing adventure of a lifetime! Take in a breathtaking view from high
above the lake with the unparalleled sensation of being airborne. The exhilaration of your first
flight is a lifetime experience you will never forget!
Our state-of-the-art parasail WINCH boat lets you take off and land right on the boat. Utilizing a
hydraulic winch, you are slowly reeled out from the flight deck located on the boat and after an
incredible and scenic flight you are then reeled back to the vessel's flight deck. With this
revolutionary winch system you don't even get wet…unless you want too! Ask your captain for
the "dip" and get a refreshing light splash as your toes tickle the surface of the water before you
get vertical again.

Parasailing FAQ's
Is a parasailing adventure fun? Is it scary?
Fun? Most of our customers would consider fun to be an understatement! It is not scary, but more so
exhilarating. It is not at all like bungee jumping or skydiving but more like hot air ballooning with much
more control. If you have ever had dreams of flying, you really do feel like you are flying like a bird!
How long does the adventure last?
The entire boating adventure lasts for approximately 1 hour with an average 9 passengers flying, with
each person flying in the air for about 8-10 minutes. Campers can double or triple up and fly with their
friends.
Is there a minimum/maximum weight requirement?
Flying solo or with a friend? The minimum weight for a solo flight is 100lbs and the maximum combined
weight is 400lbs. Eligibility for a single, double, tandem, triple or quad flight is determined by the captain
due to weight restrictions and wind conditions.
Do we require any experience or be athletic to participate?
No experience or talent is necessary. If you can sit you can fly! We do all the work and you have all the
fun! You do not have to be a swimmer or a water skier to go parasailing! Young or old, or physically
challenged.
Will we get wet?
Only if you want too…typically not! If you wish we will do our best to keep you dry, however you may want
a "toe dip", and we will try to accommodate you if the conditions allow. On the rare occasion that we need
to land you in the water, you will get very wet!
How should we dress?
Casual beach attire: shorts, bathing suits, sandals, tennis shoes and even jeans are okay. You may want
to bring a sweat shirt or wind breaker just in case. Dress for the season.
Do I need to know how to swim?
Swimming ability is not necessary, however we provide a floatation vest for you.
Is the captain and crew specially trained, experienced or licensed?
Yes! Our vessel is CCG licensed. Our captain has USCG training and crew are specially trained and
experienced in all aspects of parasailing, boat handling and flight procedures.
Photography?
This is the best photo-opp ever! Of course you may bring a camera. You may take your camera up in the
parasail for awesome panoramic pictures, at your own risk.
What are the age limits?
All Wahanowin Campers and Staff are eligible to participate in this thrilling and exhilarating activity.
FACTS
 Sky-Mazing Parasail Adventures is a division of Ski-Mazing Watersports School based in Haliburton,
Ontario, founded in 2003
 Our parasail captain is the owner/operator and has an injury/claims free safety rating
 Our captain has flown 1000’s of people in BC, Ontario, Florida – 10 years experience
 99% of our parasailors are delighted with the experience and caring service
 All of our equipment is professionally manufactured and inspected regularly
 Our commercially manufactured parasail winchboat boat is produced by Commercial Water Sports
originating in Lake Havasu City, Arizona
 Sky-Mazing Parasail is the only mobile parasailing company in Ontario and attends and supports
municipal and charitable events along with private and corporate parties

We are very excited to offer this unique, safe and amazing activity at Camp Wahanowin!

Jetovator FAQ's
Is Jetovator safe?
Jetovator is very fun and safe. Participants simply stand in a water-pressured jetpack and are
gently lifted above the surface of the lake by an experienced operator.

What is the age limit?
Campers in the Senior unit and older can participate in Jetovator.
Can you drive the Jetovator?
Yes. Using hand controls, you can steer the Jetovator to go forwards, backwards and turn left or
right.
How high do you go?
The Jetovator can go quite high but all Wahanowin campers will have between 1 and 2 meters
above the surface of the lake.
Is it hard to learn?
The Jetovator is very easy to learn. It does not require any previous knowledge or skills. The
expert and experienced operator will provide all the necessary instruction to ensure every
participant has an amazing and successful adventure.

Flyboard FAQ's
Is Flyboard safe?
Flyboard is a very fun and safe activity. The rush is primarily due to inexperience of the
operator. Our operators are very experienced and extremely careful in ensuring each
participant has a very safe and enjoyable experience.
What is the age limit?
Campers in the P.G. unit and older can participate in Flyboard.
How high do you go?
Experienced Flyboarders can go quite high and perform various acrobatics. However, all
Wahanowin campers, regardless of experience, will only be lifted 1 - 2 meters above the surface
of the lake.
Is it hard to learn?
Anyone can learn to Flyboard, but it does take some coordination and balance. Our skilled and
experienced instructors will provide expert instruction and an excellent opportunity for success.
If you are willing to try, we will enable you to fly!

